
Block out the noise. Focus in on beautiful sound.
To access Harman Kardon-quality sound in such a comfortable, 
lightweight, in-ear headphone marks a truly awe-inspiring, road-ready 
occasion. Highly functional, their one-button remote/microphone lets 
you take advantage of most smart devices while their active noise 
cancellation deals with those times when you’ve got better things to 
listen to than those around you. From its micro USB charging facility 
to its distinctive patent FreebitTM, ‘no-slip’, ergonomic ear tips and 
handy travel pouch, Soho II NC is every ounce the ultimate in travel 
companions that promise to work as hard as they play.

 Features
		Exceptional Harman Kardon sound performance in a lightweight, 
comfortable in-ear ‘travel-friendly’ design

		Active noise cancellation joins with a one-button/microphone/
remote for the ultimate in controlled environments and smart 
device functionality

		Maximized, comfortable fit from patent FreebitTM ergonomic ear tips 
for secure listening with premium sound

		Portability at its finest with charging access through its micro USB 
port, an in-flight adapter and attractive carrying pouch to keep 
things safe and secure

SOHO II NC
ACTIVE, NOISE-CANCELLING, IN-EAR HEADPHONES WITH MICROPHONE 



Exceptional Harman Kardon sound performance 
in a lightweight, comfortable in-ear  
‘travel-friendly’ design
Two 9 mm Harman Kardon drivers deliver memorable sound, belying 
their ‘mini’ size while their smaller, lightweight design translates to 
longer listening without fatigue or burn-out of any kind.

Active noise cancellation joins with a one-button/
microphone/remote for the ultimate in controlled 
environments and smart device functionality
No matter your environment, Soho II NC controls what you hear – 
and don’t hear thanks to active noise cancellation for up to 35 hours 
at a time. Should you need to take that call, you’re one-button away 
from staying connected to the outside world at your discretion.

Maximized, comfortable fit from patent FreebitTM 
ergonomic ear tips for secure listening with 
premium sound
In-ear headphones are great – until they fall out. This can’t happen 
with the high-end ear tips that work with active noise cancellation to 
keep external sounds out. All the better to savor the superior  
Harman Kardon sound within.

Portability at its finest with charging access 
through its micro USB port, an in-flight adapter 
and attractive carrying pouch to keep things  
safe and secure
Harman Kardon thinks of everything and Soho II NC is equipped 
with all you need to maintain your on-the-go lifestyle on your 
terms. From Soho II NC’s handy charging facility to an in-flight 
adaptor for accessing the in-flight movie or listening channels, 
there’s even a handy carrying pouch to keep it all together when 
you’re taking a break.

What’s in the box
�	1 set of Harman Kardon SOHO II NC

�	3 pairs of ergonomic Freebit ear tips (S, M, L)

�	3 pairs of in-ear tips (S, M, L)

�	1 carrying bag

�	1 audio cable

�	1 micro USB charging cable 

�	1 flight adapter

�	Warranty card

�	Cable clip

Specifications
System : Dynamic

Design :  Closed-back

Color :  Silver with black accents

Frequency range :  12 Hz to 24 kHz

Sensitivity :  107.5 dB SPL/V (NC off), 115 dB SPL/V (NC on)

Driver size :  9 mm

Input impedance :  32 ohms

Maximum input power :  500 mW

Net weight (without cable) :  8 g

Cable :  1.65 m 

Main connection :  Jack plug 3.5 mm (1.8")
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